Horse Management Equipment List 2020/21

Riding

- An approved standard riding hat (preferably without a fixed peak in order to ride out in the fields). Please see BHS Approved Centres Hat Rules.
- Level 3 Body protector, for all pole work, jumping and outside of the arena activities. Please see BHS Approved Centres Body Protector Guidelines.
- Long riding boots or jodhpur boots with half chaps/gaiters black or brown. (No chunky boots e.g. Dubarry, Mountain Horse).
- Plain coloured riding gloves.
- Short whip and schooling whip (these are available at the yard to borrow to save carrying into college).
- Hairnet to secure medium to long hair (hair must be above the collar).
- Long sleeves must always be worn whilst riding except at the discretion of the instructor. A polo shirt and sweatshirt is advised. Must be dark coloured and smart in appearance. Askham Bryan branded clothing preferred and will be available at enrolment / induction week (hooded jackets not permitted)
- Well fitting, dark coloured, smart outdoor jacket that must be fastened whilst on the horse.
- Jodphurs. Dark colours for routine riding. Light coloured jodphurs are not essential but may be worn for shows and assessments.

IMPORTANT: Riding hats and body protectors must have been fitted to you by a trained professional.

On the Yard

- A riding hat (standards as above) to be worn at all times when handling/leading horses.
- Gloves.
- Dark jodhpurs or trousers – not jeans or track suits.
- Waterproof jacket.
- Overalls if desired. There will be overalls available for clipping.
- Strong sturdy boots or riding boots (not wellies).
- Shirt and sweater. Dark coloured and smart. Askham Bryan branded is preferred.
- A warm hat when the weather is cold.

In General

- No jewellery.
- No bright or patterned hat silks or jodphurs.
- Horses must not be led or ridden in wellies.
- No hoodies.
- No mobile phones or other devices when riding or in the yard environment.

Please turn over
**Academic Equipment**

Pens, pencils, ruler, glue stick, blunt ended scissors and coloured pens.

Calculator.

A4 lined exercise books.

Optional: Laptop.

A diary would be useful.

**Essential Reading List**

Level 3 540 Technical:


- It is recommended that equipment and books should be purchased after enrolment.
- Bursaries towards equipment costs can be applied for at enrolment.